Abstract -The present status and perspectives of the development of the synthesis of new elements in the nuclear reactions induced by heavy ions are reviewed. The efficiency of various reactions leading to the synthesis is analysed, the radioactive properties of heavy and hypothetical superheavy nuclei are considered and the physical methods of identification of new elements are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
In a couple of years, we shall celebrate one of the outstanding events of the physics of the 20th century -the fiftieth anniversary of the discovery of a neutron by Chadwick (Ref.!).
Apparently, the onset of work on the synthesis of new elements is to be related to that event -as early as 1934, Fermi published (Ref.
2) the results of his first experiments, in which an attempt had been made to observe elements with atomic numbers above 92 by bombarding uranium with neutrons. That problem immediately attracted the attention of the investigators of many countries.
In considering the present state of the subject of synthesis of new elements -its successes, problems, and future prospects -and in evaluating its importance and role in modern physics and chemistry, it is useful to view the latest results in retrospect by comparing the achievements with the efforts spent. This is the reason why we allow ourselves to make this somewhat general introduction mentioning some of the known facts which have already become a piece of the science history.
It is remarkable that Hahn and Strassmann discovered nuclear fission (Ref. 3) prior to the separation and identification of the Np activity in the products of the bombardment of uranium with neutrons.
It is also significant that before the first transuranium element, Np, had been produced, Pertzhak and Flerov were the first to observe (Ref.4) the spontaneous fission of uraniumthe new mode of radioactive decay -the detection of which at once determined the existence of the limit of stability of the atomic nuclei. Now the conception of the influence of spontaneous fission on the stability of heavy nuclei and on the boundaries of the Mendeleev Periodic Table underlies all the present-day investigations aimed at the synthesis of new elements and at the study of their properties.
At the same time, Alvarez (Ref.5) reported on the acceleration at the Berkeley cyclotron of multiply-charged 12C+G ions to an energy of 50 MeV with an intensity of several particles per minite.At that time, this communication did not seem to relate to the problem of transuranium elements, and it remained in the shade up to the early fifties (presently we are well aware of the potential possibilities of this short noteof Alvarez).
Subsequently, McMillan and Abelson first isolated reliably element 93 -neptunium (Ref.6).
Then followed a cascade of significant papers by Seaborg and his colleagues, which have led to the discovery of plutonium (Ref. 7) and seven new transuranium elements from Am to Md inclusive (Ref.8) . All this took some 15 years.
Although this seemed to be the limit of the possible at that time, research into the new elements underwent further substantial development in the early fifties. Owing to the efforts of Fremlin in Birmingham, Kurchatov, Flerov and their colleagues in Moscow, Seaborg and his coworkers at Berkeley, and many others, the problem of producing new elements has been inseparably related to the acceleration and experimental use of heavy ions. It should be noted that no one other problem had and could hardly have such a strong impact on the development of techniques of heavy ion acceleration.
Heavy ions, in turn, have considerably contributed to the development of nuclear physics as a whole. Moreover, they sort of have bridged the gap between nuclear physics and high energy physics, and on the other hand, between nuclear physics and the atomic physics of superstrong electric fields and superheavy quasiatoms. This mutually beneficial union occurred when these fields of research looked to be quite apart. Heavy ions have made and, undoubtedly, are still promising to make a more substantial contribution to applied fields such as the production of nuclear filters, the study of materials under radiation conditions, medicine, production of condensed matter at high pressure and temperature and, possibly, thermonuclear fusion. The present paper is devoted to an analysis of the state of the art and future prospects in the field of synthesis of new elements in the nuclear reactions induced by heavy ions.
SYNTHESIS REACTIONS
Traditionally, the processes of complete fusion of the interacting nuclei, which lead to equilibrated compound nucleus formation, are used to synthesize new elements in the nuclear reactions induced by heavy ions. In accordance with the concepts of Bohr (Ref.35 ) and Weisskopf (Ref. 36) , the compound nucleus is formed immediately after a collision between the projectile and the target niicleus, and its decay is described using statistical theories that rest upon the hypothesis of thermal equilibrium.
Within the framework of the classical concept, the total reaction cross section a (E) ,as a function of the projectile energy E, can be approximately described by a simple relation for the collision of charged black spheres (with a sharp boundary), i.e., aRR(1_EOIE) with R1.45(A +A13 )fm (1) where A and AT are, respectively, the masses of the projectile and the target nucleus, in a.m.u.
The probability of forming one or another nuclide in the ground state can be calculated in terms of the statistical theory rather accurately, if we know the complete-fusion cross section aE), the initial conditions (the compound nucleus excitation energy E*, the angular momentum distribution, and some others) at a set level density function of the intermediate nucleus, p(E*,t),for the states through which "proceeds" the cascade of the particles. The level density function plays a major role in the statistical theory of nuclear reactions, and it can be determined by using the simple and illustrative analogies with macrophysicsextensive investigations show that the statistical characteristics of excited nuclei are similar in many respects to the thermodynamical functions of the ideal Fermi gas .
On the basis of the above concepts, the cross section of the heavy ion reaction involving the emission of v particles of (different) kind v1(i=1,2 x) from the excited compound nuc-leus can be presented in the following form
where (E) is the probability for a particle of the kind v to be emitted from the compound nucleus with excitation energy Eand a(E) is the cross section for the complete fusion of the projectile with energy E and the target nucleus.
The value of ac)na5 up a certain part of the total reaction cross section aR(E) , which, in turn, is often interpreted "in the spirit" of the optical model by expansion along partial waves (impact parameters), i.e.,
£= 0
where Tg is the transmission coefficient of the £ -th partial wave through the nucleus, which can be calculated using the set optical potential, and is the reduced wave length of the system of two interacting nuclei. The probability of absorption of the bombarding particle is determined by the value of the imaginary part of the optical potential, and this absorption occurs with some delay in time. Following Weisskopf (Ref. 40) , we can note that in the optical model compound nucleus formation no longer occurs immediately and for sure.
In accordance with the above-said, for CCF(E) in the sharp cutoff approximation one can write a X2 (f +1), (4) CF crit ait where £ is the maximum value oft, at which fusion still occurs; £critma and correspondingly, CCF<CR ]T the general case.
It should, however, be noted that the concepts of Bohr and Weisskopf were advanced to interpret the mechanism of the nuclear reactions induced by neutrons and light charged particles. In passing to heavy ion reactions, one could expect substantial differences from the simple classical picture and considerable limitations on the probability of complete fusion of the interacting nuclei, which leads to a statistically equilibrated compound system.
On the other hand, as early as in the middle of the fifties, it was shown experimentally (Refs.20, [41] [42] [43] that in bombardment of heavy nuclei with A2OO by ions with mass A< 20, the fusion cross section aCF(E) remains (surprisingly) high and comparable to the total reaction cross section CR, and the behaviour of CCF (E) can be described in general outline with the help of the same physical ideas that have been widely used to explain the mechanism of light particle induced reactions. Essentially, this nontrivial and not a priori obvious circumstance has conditioned the fruitful trend of modern nuclear physics and chemistry -the synthesis of new elements in the nuclear reactions induced by heavy ions.
However, the use of heavy ions for the synthesis of new elements involves some specific problems, the main of which is that in this case the compound nucleus has a high excitation energy, as a rule, of about several tens of MeV.
At such a high excitation energy, there exist a great number of channels for compound nucleus decay, among which of primary interest to us is the channel of sequential emission of several neutrons since just this channel leads to the evaporation residues with maximum Z. According to Weisskopf (Ref.36) , the partial width of the decay of a compound nucleus with excitation energy E*and angular momentum £ via neutron emission, can be written as follows
where p andJ, respectively, are the level density and angular momentum of the daughter nucleus(af°ter neutron emission),T (€) is the transmission coefficient for the emission of a neutron with kinetic energy E and angular momentum I , E (t) is the rotational energy of the nucleus at equilibrium deformation, and B is the neutron binding energy. Then the neutron emission probability 00(E*,2) will be defined as 1 /IT0, where IT0 is the total decay width. Similar expressions to (5). can be written for the partial widths of decay by the emission of particles of another kindv. Fortunately, in the region of heavy nuclei of interest to us, the evaporation probability for other particles is generally small, hence IT .1% F0 (Ref s.20, 42, 43) . However, in the case of heavy nuclei a strong competetion occurs between neutron evaporation and fission to two fragments. According to Bohr and Wheeler (Ref.44 ) the partial width of the latter process, taking into account the angular momentum effect, can be written down as
where Pf is the level density of the fissioning nucleus at the saddle point, B (1) is the fission barrier height, K is the kinetic energy of the fission degree of freedom; the fission barrier penetrability in eq. (6) is taken to be equal to unity for all energies above Bf (f) and equal to zero for those below Bf().
Then at high excitation energies, the total decay width ';ot = r +r + r r; + rf and, consequently, the survival probability for the compound nucleus against fission is determined by the value of the ratio I /(JT +rf ) or F /T . For the latter, in terms of the fermi-gas model (p exp(2aE)1 )one can write (Refs.36-39 and 44)
where a0 and a1 are, respectively, the level density parameters of the residual nucleus (after the emission of a neutron) at equilibrium deformation and of the fissioning nucleus at the saddle point; the primes of B andB indicate the introduction of corrections for nucleon pairing. From eq. (7) it follows that the value of r /r1 is substantially determined by the fission barrier height Bf, as well as by the exponential energy dependence of the ratio of the level density parameters, a/a1. This is a qualitative explanation of the experimental fact that the absolute values of I/Ff,Ofl the average, are very small in the region of highly fissile nuclei (Refs. [45] [46] [47] [48] .
Now, by making use of eq. (2) one can write the following relation for the cross section of complete fusion reaction followed by the evaporation of several (x) neutrons from the compound nucleus with excitation energy E* a ( E* ) . a (E) P (E*) [ 
where !(E*) is the probability of emission of exactlyx neutrons, if all other modes of compound nucleus decay are forbidden;
is the average value of the probability of neutron emission for a given cascade stage 1; 1(E8) is the fission probability for the final nucleus at residual excitation energy E' , which has not been carried off by the cascade of x neutrons.
At the bombarding energy E exceeding the reaction Coulomb barrier (in the c.m.s.)
where r0.-1.45 fm is the interaction radius constant, the excitation energy of the compound nucleus js defined by the following simple relation
where Q=[(MI+MT)-MCN I is the reaction energy, and M1 , MT and MCNare the masses in MeV of the projectile, target nucleus and compound nucleus, respectively. One can easily see that the minimum value of E* is E*.=Q+E5.
As A increases from 4 to 20-30, the values of E*. increase and amount as a rule, to
MeV at A1 10-30 in the case of using traxranium nuclei as a target.
Since the minimum excitation energy of the compound nucleus, , is strictly fixed in a complete-fusion reaction, the number of evaporated neutrons at given E is determined strictly enough -at E,1= 30-50 MeV the average value of x is typica1y <x> = 3-5, and its variance D(<x2>_<x>2)O.3 in the given range of E*. As a result, the excitation functions ax(E*) of the reactions (HI, xn )
are very narrow and characterised by the FWHM values of about 8-10 MeV (Fig.1) .
Numerous experiments show (Ref.2O&21) that in the transfermium region, atx= 3-5
and, consequently, the values of a(E make up an extremely small fraction of the total reaction cross section, say .5x1O of R for the reaction 249Bk ( 15N,4n) 260104.
Therefore, in experiments on the synthesis of new elements in complete-fusion reactions, for which the values of E0 and, consequently, X, are strictly definite, the principal problem is the necessity to decrease E10 as much as possible. As a result, already in the initial experiments on the synthesis of element 102, the combination of the heaviest possible target plus a light ion was traditionally considered to be the most advantageous in view of a low value of the Coulomb barrier. For evident reasons, however, the practical use of the heaviest nuclei as targets is restricted to elements with ZIOO (if not Z 98). Therefore, the use of the increasingly heavier projectiles has been inevitable in advancing in the traditional way from element 102 to 106 and the heavier elements. An immutable consequence of this fact is a sharp decrease in cross sections for the formation of the nuclei of new elements (Fig.2) . 
However, E11
depends directly not only on the Coulomb barrier height but also on the Q value, which is determined by the mass difference of the nuclei involved in the reaction. The nuclear masses are known to undergo noticeable variations in the vicinity of closed nucleon shells. Bearing this in mind and changing Z and A of the projectile particle and target nucleus over a wider range, one can considerably decrease the value of Q and, consequently,
In the region of compound nuclei with Z. 100, this possibility materializes if ions with mass A1>40 are used as projectiles, and nuclei close in Z and N to the doubly magic niicleus20b are used as targets (Fig. 3) . Now the question arises as to what extent the mechanism of fusion of the interacting nuclei can change if the Coulomb repulsive forces increase significantly as a result of the increasing charge of the projectile. 60 80 Among complete-fusion reactions, the reactions induced by 48Ca ions occupy a special position. The use of these doubly magic nuclei with a considerable neutron excess, as projectile partides, gives an additional gain in the 0 value of the reaction. Moreover, the extreme neutron excess of 48Ca allows one to minimize the neutron deficit occurring at the SHE synthesis and to approach the closed neutron shell N=184.
Despite these quite obvious advantages, the 48Ca ions have not been accelerated until recently because the 48Ca content of the natural isotopic mixture is very low (0.19%), and its separation is a quite complicated and costly problem. The world resources of enriched 48Ca seem to be as little as several tens of grams. Considering now the whole set of experimental data (Refs.21,26,49-59) on the reactions (HI,xn) induced by ions with mass A1 ranging from 40 to 58, we arrive at the conclusion that, in general, these data can also be interpreted in terms of the compound nucleus concepts borrowed from experiments with the lighter charged particles. This conclusion follows directly from the dependence a20 =f(Z1Z) presented in Fig.5 , and from the results of measuring the dependence of the symmetric fission cross section in the bombardment of 208Pb by ions with mass A1 lying in the range 26 to 64 (Refs. 61, 62, 64) . We note, however, that for ions heavier than 48Ca the value of a0 decreases considerably because of the necessity to impact additional energy required to overcome the reaction barrier. As shown in Ref. 47, 65 , the value of this energy increases noticeably with the increasing mass of the projectile, and this is likely to cause the sharp decrease in the production cross sections for the isotopes of element 108. Apparently, the same circumstance eliminates the possibility of using symmetric target-projectile combinations like 50Sn+ 50Sn or 54Xe+ 54Xe for synthesis of heavy ele- Thus, if the limitations on the compound nucleus formation are mainly due to the static properties of the system of the interacting nuclei and are characterized by the product Z1. ZT that reflects the magnitude of Coulomb forces at the distance of closest approach, one then can assume that the complete fusion reactions of the 48Ca ions with U, Pu, and Cm nuclei (for which Z1. ZT= 1840-1920) will occur with no smaller probability than those fusion reactions that have led to the synthesis of isotopes with Z = 104-107. Then, if going from z= 104-107 to the region of Z 110-114 the fissility of nuclei with E* 20-25 MeV does not decrease sunstantially (the reverse would rather indicate the absence of the region of enhanced stability), the cross sections for formation of superheavy nuclides in the ground state should be quite accessible to experimental studies at modern heavy ion accelerators. On the other hand, in the region of SHE the expected cross sections for the reactions(8Ca,xn) at x= I and 2 can be about 1034cm2 and even less, as follows from fig.5 . This fact necessitates a substantial increase in the experimental sensitivity compared with the previous experiments (Ref s.66&67) aimed at the synthesis of SHE in the 48Ca induced reactions.
Above, we have considered complete fusion reactions. It is of interest, however, to analyse other possibilities. One of them are the reactions involving the emission of a light particle that may carry off a considerable portion of the projectile energy. Since in such a process, the energy is redistributed between the particle emitted and the residual nucleus, the latter may have a wide range spectrum of excitation energy, in contrast to the case of compound nucleus formation. In particular, it is known that the emission of energetic a -particles is observed with high probability in heavy ion reactions (see, e.g., Ref.68 and references therein). As an example, we present in Fig. 6 the energy spectrum of the a -particles emitted in the reaction 197Au+22Ne. In a considerable number of experiments it has been shown (Ref. 68 ) that the emission of fast a-particles is conditioned by the "direct" interaction of the bombarding ion with the target nucleus, which may result in the formation of an intermediate system with mass (A CN4) . The deexcitation of this nucleus will occur by neutron and y -ray emission, as in the case of compound nucleus decay. However, in contrast to the compound nucleus, the probability of decay of the intermediate system (A0-4) via various channels and, consequently, the yields of various nuclei from the reaction (HI,axn) will be determined not only by the value of the average excitation energy, but also by the variance of its distribution. Experiments (Ref. 69 ) have shown that here one can achieve very small excitation energies corresponding to x 0,1,2, and 3. Since the cross sections of reactions involving a-particle emission may amount to several hundreds of millibarns, it is possible to assume that the yields of isotopes in (HI,axn) reactions can be comparable to or even greater than those in complete-fusion xn -reactions.
On the other hand, from experiments (Ref s.68-7O) it follows that the fast a -particle emission is likely to lead to the formation of a "cold" residual nucleus with high angular mo-mentum. This circumstance can increase the fissility of the residual nucleus considerably, especially at large values of the angular momentum, and this in turn will decrease the yields of the reactions (HI,axn), particularly, at small values of., This comment, however, does not change the general conclusion that in some cases the reactions (HI,axn) can be successfully used to produce new heavy isotopes of transfermium elements. The reactions involving the emission of the heavier fragments such as Li, Be, and C, are of great interest from the point ofview of the synthesis of new nuclei with Z> 100. Despite the fact that the probability of the emission of more complex particles is lower, such processes can provide favourable conditions in terms of the excitation energy of the residual nucleus. This interesting possibility is illustrated in Fig. 7 In considering this type of reactions induced by the heavier projectiles say40Ar it would seem reasonable to assume that they should involve the transfer (addition) to the target nucleus of a still larger complex of nucleons. Then, taking into account both the fluctuations in the ratio N/Z of the complex transferred and energy fluctuations in such collisions one could produce with noticeable probability slightly excited intermediate nuclei lying in the region of large Z or far from the line of /3 -stability.
In fact, the picture has appeared to be more complicated. Already in the initial experiments of Volkov and coworkers (Ref. 76 ) the transfer of a large complex of particles, up to 20-30 nucleons,to the target nucleus has been observed. Subsequently it became clear (Ref. 77 ) that the mechanism of these reactions has the features of a two-body process which is characterized by the strong dissipation of energy and angular momentum. The compound system formed in such collisions lives for a considerable period of time -several times i021s -and then disintegrates. As a result, the values of the yields of various isotopes in deep inelastic reactions involving the transfer of a large number of nucleons obey, in general, the statistical regularities, as in the case of the fission of excited nuclei. In multi-nucleon transfer reactions the excitation energy is distributed, on the average, proportionally to the product masses, i.e., it is almost fully concentrated in the hear product. The further fate of the latter depends on the value of the factor i1G' where x_(<E>/8)We emphasize that the transfer (diffusion) of a large number of nuciêons -about 2Y-30 -can take place only at sufficiently large values of the time of interaction between the nuclei, and this leads to a high excitation energy.
Since multinucleon transfer reactions have a statistical quasiequilibrium nature in terms of the formation of individual isotopes, the fluctuations of N/Z are not large and the excitation energy is distributed proportionally to the masses of the products. In these reactions the isotopic yields decrease sharply both as Z increases and one goes farther from the line of 1 -stability. This has just been observed experimentally. For instance, only the upper limits of production cross sections for the known emitters of spontaneous fission fragments among the isotopes of Am, Cm, and Cf, which might be produced in bombardment of the targets made of Tl, Pb and Bi isotopes by different ions with A1=40-60, were obtained to be at a level of 1O4-1O35cm2 (see By going the way of further increasing the mass of the projectile one can hope for the advantages which might be offered by the use of such ions as Xe and U in combination with targets made of heavy actinides up to Cm, Cf, and Es. In fact, in a series of our experiments to study nuclear fission by heavy ions (Ref. 78 ) it has been shown that as the projectile mass increases and one goes to the region of the heavierelements, the variance of the distributions of fission fragments in mass, charge, excitation energy, etc. increases considerably.
Then it was natural to assume that despite a considerable increase in the average value of excitation energy, owing to its variance, the nuclei of heavy elements can be produced as neutron-rich fragments with noticeable yields in the reactions136Xe÷238U or . These experiments showed that the isotopic distributions of the heavy products of the reactions13Xe+181Ta and136Xe+238U are actually rather close to those that might be expected for highly asymmetnc fission of an excited compound nucleus.
However, the detailed picture of the interaction of two very heavy and complex nuclei was clarified in a series of experiments (Refs. 82 & 83) carried out at Darmstadt and also in the investigations using SUPERHILAC at Berkeley (Ref.84) . It turned out that in this case no compound nucleus is formed, and, instead, deep inelastic collisions occur which are charactensed by an intensive exchange of the mass, energy and angular momentum between the reaction partners; the formation of heavy products occurs, roughly speaking, according to the laws that have been established previously for the multinucleon reactions induced by the ions like 40Ar. In other words, the decay of the intermediate system formed in a deep inelastic collision between two very heavy nuclei has statistical nature. This is the main reason why the complicated process of interaction can be described satisfactorily within the framework of rather simple and illustrative models, such as the semi-phenomenological diffusion model of Nörenberg (Refs. 85 & 86) . With the known time of interaction, the distribu- Thus, considering the various methods of producing the isotopes of transfermium elements, we can draw the conclusion that reactions of the type (HI,axn) induced by ions with A1 2O-25 seem to be promising in terms of the production of new neutron-rich nuclei with Z = [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] and N = 157-161. The lifetimes of many nuclei in this region (Refs. 90 & 91) can be sufficiently long to permit, on the one hand, the use of radiochemical methods to separate them and, on the other one, the detailed studies of their properties, especially spontaneous f ission ones.
In our view, the fusion reactions induced by the 48Ca , 50Ti , 5Cr and other ions on targets made of heavy actinides including isotopes ranging from 244Pu to are the most effective for the production of nuclei with Z> 108. The first runs of experiments to synthesize SHE in the reactions induced by 48Ca ions, carried out at Dubna (Refs.21,66) and at Berkeley (Refs.32,67) in 1975-77, showed that production cross sections for these elements are small and, therefore, the sensitivity and the rapidity of response of the detection methods should be enhanced considerably. With a new generation of accelerators, such as the U-400, the intensity of ion beams with Aj 40, in particular, of 48Ca ion beams, can be increased substantially to permit the next run of experiments to synthesize superheavy nuclei with Z = [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] and N = 174-178 on a new footing.
The possibilities of producing new elements and isotopes in various nuclear reactions are illustrated in Fig. 9 . Cm.
-NEUTRON NUMBER and, therefore, undergo a-or f3+(EC).decay. As the Z of the nucleus increases (and/or one goes farther from the line of /3 -stability), a sharp increase in the probability for spontaneous fission is observed and just this type of radioactive decay plays the main role in the problem of the stability of heavy elements.
The stability of the atomic nucleus against radioactive decay is determined by the value of its mass or the total binding energy B0(Z,N), which should be known to a high accuracy, up to _101 to 10-2%. However surprising it may seem, despite the absence of the unique and consistent theory of the nucleus, the phenomenological description of the binding energies of nuclei in the ground state reproduces experimental data, on the average, to an accuracy of O.3% if it takes into account only the macroscopic (liquid-drop) properties, and to an accuracy of -.O.1% if nuclear structure effects are also included. Therefore, bearing in mind the main structural features of an individual nucleus, which are responsible for strong variations in nuclear properties in the vicinity of the magic numbers, one can make rather accurate and far-reaching extrapolations for the ground-state binding energies and predict the values of thea-and /3-decay total energies (see Fig. 10 ), as well as the corresponding halflives Tiia and (see, for instance, the recent predictions by Kolesnikov et al. (90)). 
Since we calculate the difference between two quantities that are large and close in magnitude, the requirements to the knowledge of mass and its dependence on nuclear shape are significantly higher.On the other hand,nuclear structure effects and their change with deformation become of crucial importance. If these effects make up 0.5% of B0(Z,N),as it follows from what is said below, they may amount to 100% for the difference (12).
Moreover, the spontaneous fission half-life T1= (n 2/n) P ,
where ii is the number of assaults of the nucleus on the fission barrier per unit time, determined by barrier penetrability P which, in turn, exponentially depends on the height (and "width") of the barrier. In a quasiclassical (WKB) one-dimensional approximation (see, e.g., Ref. 
where
is the action integral along trajectory L set in the deformation space. In eq. (15) V(s) is the potential energy, Me(s) is the effective inertia (mass) along trajectory L,and.E is A the energy of the fissioning nucleus; the parameter 5 determines the position of a point on trajectory L, and s1 and are the positions of the classical turning points set by the condition V(s)=E.Note that Bis the maximum value of {V(s)-EIon trajectoryL.Then the dynamical calculations of T51 reduce to finding the trajectory Lmin that minimizes the action integral (15).
Relations (13)-(15) that are exponentially sensitive to fine properties of the fission process such as the height and shape of the fission barrier and the effective mass, characterize fairly well the complexity of the theoretical determination of TSf. Now let us turn to experimental data on fission barrier heights for heavy nuclei and their spontaneous fission half-lives, presented in Fig. ha and hlb. The liquid-drop model predictions for these quantities are also given in this Figure. From Fig. 11 it follows that the experimental results (see, e.g., Ref s. 14,21,94, 100 and references therein) change drastically from the liquid-drop model predictions and these differences are essential. Among them are, first of all, the substantial (by 10-13 MeV) increase in the fission barriers at Z=82 and N126 (the fission barriers of the doubly magic 208Pb and its neighbours) and the surprising constancy of 6 NeV (Note a) in the region of actinides.
Note a. We callB?x the fission barrier amplitude to be determined as the maximum peak height in a one-dimensional curve for the deformation dependence of nuclear potential energy. For instance, there exists the isospin dependence T81=f(N) , whose strength grows with increasing Z, and at Z 100 the Tsf variations are characterised (in the range of the nuclei investigated) by a factor of about 1013. At the same time, at N=152 the Tsfversus N dependence shows a sharp "peak", especially for the isotopes of Cf, Fm, and element 102. However, as we have shown in Ref. 53 , for Z = 104 the isospin dependence of T5f sharply changes its character and, in the range of N from 152 to 158, a factor of nearly 10 increase in Tr is observed, whereas for Fm, in the same range of N, a factor of 1013 decrease of Tftakes place. Despite the limited amount of experimental information, it is possible to suppose that in the region of Z > 104 a weak dependence of TSf on N takes also place, and as Z increases, the Tsf values for nuclei with Z>. 104 decrease much more slowly than in the actinide region. The latter circumstance deserves special attention to be paid.
At first sight it may seem paradoxical that at a constant amplitude of fission barriers Br 6 MeV for the nuclei from230Th to246Fm or256Fm the value of T51 decreases by a factor of more than i26. it is still more remarkable that spontaneous fission from a metastable state with half-lives Tm) io-11-1o2s has been observed for 35 isotopes from the region between U and Bk (Refs.99-IOI). These values differ 1020 to 1030 times from the Tsf ground state values of the same nuclei.
These and many other data clearly indicate that spontaneous fission many properties of which are described by exponentially strong functions is an extremely complicated phenomenon. The diversity of its surprising properties, of course, it not exhausted by the liquid-drop modelit is elegant in its simplicity (Ref. 102 ) but neglects completely the individual structure and gives a description of only averaged "macroscopic" properties of the nucleus. Therefore, it is natural and reasonable to consider, in addition to the average properties, the shell structure effects of an individual nucleus and their influence on the fission barrier and, consequently, on T5
Although the necessity of such consideration arose long ago, real progress has been made only after the development by Strutinsky of a method for calculating microscopic corrections to the ligiud-drop potential energy at an arbitrary deformation of the nucleus (Ref. 103) . The consideration and inclusion of shell effects at large deformations permitted explanation of many experimental facts in the field of fission physics, as well as a large number of other phenomena related to considerable changes in the nuclear shape. On the other hand, this led to the creation of a rather effective theoretical machinery (Refs. 103 and 104) that is suitable for the real calculations of the total potential energy as a function of nuclear shape and particle number, and consequently, for the theoretical determination of the height and shape of the fission barriers By using the theoretical values of fission barriers (or the potential energy surfaces in a more real multi-dimensional case) and introducing certain assumptions about fission dynamics (the value of the effective mass M (s) and its dependence on nuclear shape) one can obtain, on the basis of relations (I3)-(15), a satisfactory description of the systematics of the experimental values of T5f_ on the average, within an accuracy of a factor of about 50 (Ref s. 93, 111) . It is noteworthy that in this case the calculations allow one to reproduce all the principal "irregularities" of the T5f systematics that we have discussed above, in particular, the sharp change in the character of the isospin dependence of Tr at Z 104.
In this case it is natural to use a given theoretical machinery to predict the spontaneous fission properties of the new, heavier nuclides. As known, such predictions were made during the recent decade or so by many groups of authors (see, e.g., Refs. 104, 112-115). As a result, it has been shown that in the region of superheavy nuclei lying around Z114 and N184, the fission barrier heights can reach 8-14 MeV, i.e., be considerably higher than those for actinides; consequently, the half-lives T51 can be relatively large (Ref s. 116 & 117) .
Considering now the stability of hypothetic superheavy nuclei against other modes of decay (Refs. 90 &116), such as a-or /3-decay, we can conclude that in these processes shell effects also lead to a significant increase in lifetimes. Thus, the performance of experiments on search in nature for primordial SHE with T,,>1O9 years is well justified. Naturally, the qualitative predictions of radioactive properties (especially of spontaneous fission half-lives) in a region so far from the known nuclei have a limited accuracy. In the case of spontaneous fission half-lives the sensitivity to calculational details is such that each of the uncertainties -I MeV in the barrier height, 5% in the barrier "width" or 10% in the effective mass value -leads to a factor of about 100 change in T51 (Ref. At first sight, such an uncertainty can give rise to some pessimism concerning the possibility of producing the new heavier elements and especially SHE. In fact, however, the general situation with the predicted radioactive properties of nuclei with Z > 107 is more encouraging at present than 20 years ago, when, according to liquid-drop model predictions, the limit of nuclear stability was expected to be observed at Z2/A 45-48, i.e., practically already for nuclei with Z -108. The present-day theoretical predictions enable us to assume that the half-lives TSf for nuclei with Z>108 are large enough for their experimental observation with modern techniques.
On the other hand, this problem is very complicated, first of all, because of large uncertainties involved in the lifetimes of the isotopes of new elements. These uncertainties arise from extrapolations of our knowledge on fission barriers and nuclear masses into the region of large Z and N values. Therefore, additional information is badly needed. In the first place, this applies to the nature of changes in the fission barrier heights (and, consequently, the stability) of nuclei as one goes farther from the closed nucleon shells since, in principle, the nuclear reactions induced by 48Ca ions (even in the case of the reaction 8Ca+'48Cm ), which are used for the synthesis of SHE, lead to the formation of neutron-def icient isotopes. The experimental (and equally theoretical) problems of this kind can be "transferredt' to the region of nuclei with Z = 82 and N<126 or N..126 and Z>85, in which the production cross sections for nearly magic (in Z or N) isotopes are relatively large, and, moreover, the radioactive properties of a large number of nuclides is well known. As we have shown in Ref. 119 , the studies of f3(EC) -delayed fission is rather a promising method for obtaining information about the fission barriers of nuclei in this region. This possibility is exemplified by thorium isotopes with N<126 in Fig. 12 . It is also of interest to consider heavy isotopes (N 159) with Z. 100, which undergo spontaneous fission with high probability. The spontaneous fission properties of these isotopes are rather unusual and differ substantially from those for nuclei with N< 157. Certain possibilities of producing isotopes with N .159 are offered by multinucleon transfer reactions. However, in all likelihood, these possibilities are-still limited and, therefore, the use of the heaviest targets such as 254Es and 257Fm is a topical problem.
Finally, the most difficult way of the successive synthesis and study of isotopes with Z= 107, 108, 109 is of great importance. One can assume that the "anomalies" of the spontaneous fission half-lives which have permitted observation of relatively long-lived isotopes with Z 106 and N< 157, should manifest themselves still more strongly at Z .106 and N> 157. As already noted, quite certain experimental possibilities are available for carrying out these investigations and, for the time being, a number of experiments has been performed on the synthesis of heavy isotopes of elements 104 to 108 by the reactions induced by 180, 22Ne, Neutron Number N
However, irrespective of the real values of lifetimes, the synthesis and study of very heavy and superheavy nuclei are of fundamental importance. These investigations allow one to test our notions of nuclear structure and, in particular, the shell structure of the nucleusthe main nuclear model which has proven very efficient in elucidating a wide range of nuclear properties in the region of known elements, the forces that act in the nucleus and virtually determine nuclear stability and, consequently, the limiting number of elements in the Mendeleev Periodic Table. METHODS OF IDENTIFICATION All transuranium elements up to fermium inclusive have been identified unambiguously by classical radiochemistry methods, and this looked quite natural because of large lifetimes and considerable amounts of the nuclides produced. At present the chemical properties of elements ranging from Np to Fm are known in detail with the accuracy required for their industrial production and practical application.
For transfermium elements, the problem of identification (the Z and A assignment for the nuclides) is substantially complicated because of a sharp decrease in lifetimes and of a rapid decrease in the probability of production for nuclides with increasing Z, and this forced the experimenters to work with single atoms.
It is conceivable that the use of the methods of classical (aqueous) chemistry is problematic already at T% < I mm, and the use of more rapid gas chemistry (Ref. 120) methods is unlikely to permit the investigation of nuclides with T1, < 0.1 s. Naturally, these limits of the technique rapidity are conventional; however, one can be easily convinced that in any case radiochemical methods prove to be inapplicable to a large number of short-lived isotopes of transfermium elements. As to quantities, present-day radiochemistry can certainly operate with a countable number of atoms (see, e.g., the classical experiments on discovery of plutonium in Ref. 7) .
At the same time,at the present level of development of the methods of nuclear physics and nuclear technology, the problem of detection of extremely rare, including single events of the formation and decay of nuclei,involves no problems even if their lifetimes are1O9s.
Thus the great interval oflifetimesfrom 1Os to 1Os and less lies beyond the possibilities of radiochemistry and, consequently, it is necessary to develop the physical methods of identification of new nuclides and use them to advance towards larger Z values until we reach a favourable situation at T11> 0.1 s, if theoretical predictions about the enhanced stability of superheavy elements are justified.
In general, physics has at its disposal a great variety of methods for the determination of atomic number Z and mass number A of a radioactive emitter. Each of these methods, however, has a certain selectivity, sensitivity and rapidity. It is evident that at fairly large yields of new radioactive nuclei their Z and A values can be determined by many methods of classical physics, e.g., by their characteristic X-radiation, by mass-spectrometric analysis, and others, as it was done repeatedly for many new short-lived isotopes of known elements. We shall not discuss these possibilities in more detail and only touch upon those situations in which the probability of the formation of new nuclides is so small that none of the above mentioned classical methods can be used. In such situations, unfortunately, no unambiguous prescription exists for solving this problem, and the information available to the experimenter appears to be more indirect and, consequently, more complicated. This information contains the facts the decoding and analysis of which allow one to establish only with a certain probability the data of interest to us, such as Z,A, decay mode, and T, and to compare these data to one or another conception of the properties of new heavy nuclei.
Thus in the case of short lifetimes we have to use a complex approach, which is based on the regularities involved in the formation of the new nuclide in nuclear reactions, and on the expected radioactive properties of this nuclide (Note a). Despite the fact that just the latters are the subject of investigations, they can often be predicted reliably enough, as, for instance, in the case of a-or /3 -decay. This circumstance has just been taken into account at the synthesis of the a -radioactive isotopes of transfermium elements. However, certain difficulties exist here. Although the a -particle energy spectrum and the new aemitter half-life can be determined rather accurately and in some cases one can measure the characteristics of not only the parent, but also daughter nucleus, the fact of observing the expected properties cannot be the proof of the formation of an isotope of the new element. Because of possible backgrounds (see, e.g., Ref. 121) the experimenters must use additional information, in particular, investigate in detail the regularities of formation of the new emitter and carry out long control experiments, each of which is not crucial, but, together with others, enhances the reliability of conclusions considerably.
Note a. In some cases the correlations of the formation regularities and radioactive properties can be employed.
As a whole, this approach has been justified in experiments on synthesis of many isotopes of elements 102, 103 and the heavier ones (Refs. 19, 20,23) . However, from the consideration of the properties of heavy elements it follows that the field of its application is limited.
As shown in the previous Section, the stability of heavy and superheavy elements depends mainly on spontaneous fission which determines the half-lives of many even-even nuclei with Z .100 and odd nuclei with Z 104 (see the TSf systematics in fig. I ib) .
It is rather likely that decay by spontaneous fission can occur for the overwhelming majority of nuclei in the region of somewhat larger atomic numbers. On the other hand, the predictions of spontaneous fission half-lives are significantly less reliable and the energy spectra of fragments are known (Ref. 122) to be characterized by a considerable variance. Naturally this changes the situation and generally complicates the problem if we use the same experimental arrangtment as that for a -active nuclides.
This circumstance gave rise to wide discussions and even statements that spontaneous fission is not informative enough for identification of new elements (Note a). In our view, these difficulties are overrated artificially since in spontaneous fission detection there is no necessity to search for information in the same characteristics that are measured in a -decay. On the contrary, spontaneous fission is exceptionally rich in intrinsic specific and diverse properties. It is accompanied by high energy release and the emission of a very characteristic set of particles including a pair of highly ionizing heavy fragments with a certam mass ratio and several fast neutrons. The average value V and the variance of the multi- We emphasize that the investigations aimed at the synthesis of new elements have virtually led us to the region of nuclei the most characteristic feature of which is a high probability of spontaneous fission. Therefore it is quite natural that, in discussing a complex physical approach to the identification of short-lived nuclides, we turn first of all, to the most probable mode of their radioactive decay.
On the other hand, the majority of isotopes in the region of transfermium elements have been produced in (HI,xn) reactions, which seem to us to be the most promising also for reaching the region of SHE. The main specific feature of the kinematics of these reactions is the compound nucleus momentum which is fairly definite in value and direction. Accordingly, the angular distribution of recoil nuclei is strictly specified -it is strongly peaked in the for which the compound nucleus 264104 has an excitation energy of about 40 MeV. The cross sections of these reactions differ strongly and, undoubtedly, in terms of the yields, the use of the lightest projectile appears preferable. However, in this case the total background due to formation of the spontaneously fissioning isomer 242mn, the Fm and Md isotopes that undergo spontaneous fission or electron capture is significantly higher. Despite this, by separating the recoil nuclei in both the angular and energy distributions it is possible to separate well the spontaneously fissioning activity 260104 (Ref. 133) . A similar method can be used also for the separation of the heavier nuclei with Z J04.
The technique of separating nuclear reaction products on the basis of their angular and energy distributions can be complicated and considerably imrpoved by introducing electric and Note a. We bear in mind the point of view of some of our colleagues, outlined in the journal "Science" (Ref.123) . Developing the idea that spontaneous fission is not informative enough, the authors of this paper set the limits of possible studies on the synthesis and identification of the isotopes of new transfermium elements. Leaving aside the general problem of legitimacy of the a priori elaboration of the criteria that should be met to prove the discovery of a new natural phenomenon, we would like only to note that such ideology virtually excludes completely the possibility of research in the very important field of heavy and superheavy elements. magnetic fields. This has been done, for instance, in the separator SHIP (Ref. 134) at Darmstadt, which has recently permitted observation (Ref. 59 ) of the reaction208Pb( 50Ti,n57IO4. The a-radioactive isotope 257104 is formed in this reaction with a cross section of about I nbarn and, consequently, in this case a discrimination factor of i6_i7 is required to separate the "dangerous" isotopes of Po to Ac, formed with large cross sections in nucleon transfer reactions on a 2°SPb target (Ref s. 121 & 129) . Such separation took place in the experiments described in Ref. 59 .
On the other hand, another light isotope of element 104 -256104 -that undergoes spontaneous fission was first produced, as known (Ref. 53) , under completely backgroundless conditions with no special measures taken, and its identification was performed on the basis of the energy dependence of the production cross section a, which is informative enough in this case.
Therefore, there can be no universal solution to the problem of identifying the new emitter. It depends substantially on the conditions of a concrete experiment and on the art of the experimenter. As for the identification based on detection of spontaneous fission fragments,this approach can be developed substantially by obtaining in experiments of more detailed information about the characteristics of this type of decay, such as the TKE spectrum of the fragments, the multiplicity ( ' , a , etc) of prompt neutrons emitted at fission, the mass distribution (or mass ratio) of the fragments, and about correlations between these characteristics. Even in a problem as complicated as the synthesis and identification of SHE, the combined measurement of the TKE spectra of the fragments and i7 can be a proof of detection of superheavy nuclei if, for instance, it is found experimentally that Ek = 230-240 MeV and, at the same time, = 8-10. We note that from these data one can reconstruct with satisfactory accuracy the value of the total energy release Q from spontaneous fission, i.e., virtually to estimate Z of the fissioning nucleus. The experimental setups which are designed for such studies and permit determination of the energy of coincident fragments and the number of Returning to the problems of the technique rapidity, we would like to emphasize that in the case of using physical methods to identify new nuclei the minimum accessible lifetimes are determined by the velocity of their transportation from the target to the detectors, which is comparable to the velocity of the compound nucleus motion in the extreme case. For reactions induced by ions such as 48Ca at a projectile energy close to the Coulomb barrier (about 5 MeV/nucleon) the velocity of recoil nuclei is such that it provides a minimum detection time of about 1o6 io in on-line systems.
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We believe that the problem of identification of heavy and superheavy elements lies rather in the magnitude of the new nuclide yields, which are determined, in the first place, by the efficiency of the technique and the ion beam intensity. The present-day accelerators such as U-400, UNILAC and the future ones are capable of producing heavy ion beams with intensity of 1013 _ io'4 particles/s, thus offering wide possibilities for the synthesis and study of new nuclei even at very small production cross sections, to 1036cm2.
CONCLUSION
The analysis of various types of processes between complex nuclei shows that the fusion reactions induced by 48Ca , 50Ti , 54Cr , and other ions, which lead to slightly excited intermediate nuclei are the most efficient ones for the synthesis of new transfermium elements. The use of intense beams of say 48Ca ions from modern accelerators such as the U-400, UNILAC and others, in combination with targets made of heavy actinides -from 244Pu to 249Cf -allows one to produce slightly excited nuclei with Z 110-118 and N = 176-180 with the required and, in our view, sufficient probability.
The possibility of observing such nuclei in the ground state is essentially determined by their radioactive properties, the sensitivity and rapidity of the detection method used. It is quite likely that the experimental attempts to synthesize SHE in reactions induced by 48Ca ions, undertaken at Dubna and at Berkeley in 1975-77 (Refs. 21,32,66,67) , have led to the formation of nuclides whose spontaneous fission half-lives, T were beyond the rapidity of the detection technique. Analyzing in this context the avai'able knowledge about the stability of nuclei against spontaneous fission and about the fission mechanism as a whole we see no grounds for revising the concept of the existence of the region of enhanced stability in the vicinity of the supermagic numbers of Z and N. On the contrary, the data on f ission barriers, spontaneous fission half-lives, the properties of spontaneously fissioning isomers and many other data, accumulated for the recent 10-15 years, indicate unambiguously the strong stabilizing effect of nuclear shells on barrier structure and stability against fission,in agreement with the generally accepted theoretical ideas.
The further accumulation of information in this respect is very important. In particular, it is of great interest to investigate the fission barrier heights and the fission probabilities of cold and heated neutron-deficient nuclei lying near the known closed shells Z=82 or N = 126, on the basis of fl-delayed fission and heavy ion reactions involving the emission of a small number of neutrons x ( x 2) from the slightly excited intermediate nucleus (Ref. 119) . It is also important to obtain information on the fission barriers of nuclei with Z> 100 from experimental data on [ /I' extracted for the reactions (HI,xn ) withx<2, or for any other processes leading to formation of slightly excited nuclei (Ref. 119) . The studies of the mass, kinetic energy and excitation energy distributions of the fragments (the multiplicity of prompt neutrons), which characterize the last stages of the fission process, are also of fundamental importance to solve the problem of SHE. With the existing experimental technique, these investigations can be carried out for a wide range of new nuclei.
The identification of new elements does not seem problematical at present, although it is possible that traditional methods (rdiochemical separation in combination with the subsequent measurement of radioactive properties) may be rejected because of their insuff icient rapidity. Sufficiently large yields of the new nuclei, knowledge of the mechanism of the nuclear processes leading to their formation (kinematics, energy correlations, etc.) and use, in some cases, of the methods of electric and magnetic separation are the factors that can lead to the Z and A assignment for the new spontaneous fission emitter with the required reliability.
The experimental and theoretical studies of the mechanism of fission of nuclei lying beyond the known region are of paramount importance for the synthesis of new transfermium and superheavy elements. The studies of the fission mechanism should be extended not only to large Z values, but also to nuclei far from the line of fl-stability. How valuable this extension is has been exemplified by the heavy isotopes of fermium, mendelevium and element 102 (Refs. 122,135,137-143).
Undoubtedly the experimental and theoretical studies of various aspects of nuclear fission will be a problem of primary importance for the next few years. Only they will allow us to obtain a more definite notion of the boundaries of the Nendeleev Periodic Table. ________________________- 
